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One of the premature failures of truck and bus 
tyres is associated with temperature rise known as 
blowout that occurs in the thick shoulder regions 
of the tyre. It occurs due to various dissipative 
processes under dynamic deformations. The heat 
produced is sufficiently high to cause thermal 
degradation that produces volatiles, which 
consequently exerts internal pressure sufficiently 
large to tear open a path to the exterior. Blowout 
failure may cause fatal road accidents. Although 
the tyre industry is aware of the problem, research 
in this area is still inadequate apart from the work 
conducted by Gent and Hindi in 1988, Choi and 
Kim in 1998 and Park in 2000. The factors affecting 
heat generation are still not fully investigated, 
thus the work presented in this thesis has covered 
the areas which are not covered by the previous 
researchers. This includes the work to investigate 
the effects of glass-transition temperature, Tg of the 
rubber, partcicle size of the filler, structure of filler, 
viscosity of process oil and coupling agent on silica-
filled vulcanizate on temperature rise and blowout 
failure. Temperature rise and blowout failure tests 
were conducted by subjecting a cylindrical test-

piece to flexing in a compression flexometer at a 
constant displacement amplitude in accord with 
ISO466/3-1982. The compression flexometer was 
modified accordingly to monitor the temperature 
rise in the interior of the test-piece continuously 
until the occurrence of blowout failure. Thus this 
enables the true blowout temperature to be 
registered. Some of the interesting findings are 
highlighted in this abstract. In unfilled vulcanized 
rubber, the temperature rise was found to increase 
in the increasing order of the Tg of the rubber, 
NBR>SBR>NR. However, the heat produced was not 
sufficiently high to cause blowout failure because 
the heat generated by mechanical work was not 
sufficiently high either to cause degradation of 
rubber or to cause breaking of chemical crosslink. 
In black-filled vulcanizates, temperature rise and 
blowout were affected by the Tg of the rubber, filler 
loading, particle size and filler structure. Increasing 
the Tg, filler loading, filler structure and decreasing 
the particle size increased temperature rise and 
shortened the blowout time. The blowout failure was 
also affected by the process oil. Blowout time was 
shorter with paraffinic oil than aromatic oil. In the 
case of silica-filled vulcanized rubber, temperature 
rise and blowout temperature increased with 
increasing amount of coupling agent (TESPT) 
beacuse the hardness increased progressively with 
increasing TESPT and hence higher dynamic work 
was required to deform the test-piece at a constant 
displacement amplitude. The results show that the 
actual blowout temperature was much higher than 
the temperature recorded at the base of the test-
piece. The blowout temperature of the interior of 
the test-piece was 200oC for NR and 230 – 240oC 
for NBR and SBR respectively. These actual blowout 
temperatures are in good agreement with those 
reported independently by Gent and Hindi, and 
that of Choi and Kim.

The final generation of energy is always one of 
the important issues in any assessment protocol in 
determining the performance of a photovoltaic 
(PV) system. This energy generation depends on 
several key factors, which may be linked and 
formulated in a mathematical model that addresses 
the operating PV module temperature (MT). Whilst 
much effort have been put into modelling these 
relationships, very few studies have been conducted 
in this aspect under equatorial rainforest and fully 
humid climate region, vis-a-vis Malaysia. Moreover, 
none of these models developed in Malaysia are for 
free-standing (FS) systems. This has large impact on 
solar farms, as an accurate model is critical, in view 
of the proliferation of such farms in Malaysia. This 
study presents the development of MT models for 
FS PV system in Malaysia via simple linear regression 
(SLR), multiple linear regression (MLR) and multi layer 
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Measurement of gross alpha and beta in aqeous 
environmental sample using standard method is a 
very lengthy, tedious and time consuming process. 
Alternatively, liquid scintillation counting (LSC) offers 
a better solution, since the latest model of LSC offer 
simultaneous counting of gross alpha and beta. 
The success of LSC technique will depend on two 
factors; first is the proper setting of the LSC window 
and its pulse shape analyzer (PSA) concluded in 
the new protocol for alpha beta simultaneous 
counting. Secondly, the successful incorporation of 
the water phase which contains the radionuclides 
into the organic solvent phase using proper choice 
of emulsifier which produce a clear stable solution 
with reasonably high counting rate and figure of 
merit. This new developed method was validated 
to ensure that it gave accurate and precise 

results and the method was verified. Later, the 
method was applied for measuring various types of 
environmental water samples including river water, 
lake water, hot spring water, sea water, mineral and 
drinking water. The activity concentrations of gross 
alpha and gross beta in various types of water were 
above the limit of National Water Quality Standard 
except for bottled mineral and drinking water. 
Another aspect of this study was to construct the 
gross alpha and gross beta spectra using Microsoft 
excel in order to identify the radionuclides present 
in the samples through their spectrum. Therefore the 
result was not only based on the count rate but also 
the spectrum of the samples. Additional information 
from the spectrum will help researcher to plan for 
further analysis if needed.

feed-forward neural network (MLFFNN) techniques. 
These techniques address two specific issues; 
quantification of relative contribution of predictors 
to MT model such as: solar irradiance (SI), ambient 
temperature (AT), relative humidity (RH) and wind 
speed (WS); and the modelling performance of the 
simple linear, multiple linear and MLFFNN models. 
The modelling performance was analysed using 
root mean square error (RMSE), coefficient of 
determination (R2) and mean absolute percentage 
error (MAPE). This study was done in four segments 
which are: field testing; mathematical modelling; 
statistical analysis; and artificial neural network 
(ANN). The field testing was conducted at a grid-
connected PV system in Shah Alam, Malaysia. The 
mathematical and statistical segments are done to 
establish simple linear and multiple linear models. 
These models are developed using SLR and MLR 
techniques. Finally, the ANN segment is done to 
establish a nonlinear model via MLFFNN technique. 
The modelling performance of the models 
developed is then compared with other published 

models. In this work, a new and novel data filtration 
technique was developed and a new threshold 
value of SI was established. The technique is called 
thermal equilibrium point (TEP) and the threshold 
value is 40 Wm-2. With respect to the quantification 
of the relative contribution of the predictors towards 
MT, it was found that SI = 53.8 %, AT = 37.2 %, RH = 
4.9 % and WS = 4.1 % respectively. In addition, the 
MLFFNN model perform better than the multiple 
linear model by 12.0 % and 5.3 % in terms of RMSE 
and R2 respectively; but the multiple linear model 
perform better than MLFFNN model by 1.0 % in terms 
of MAPE. This shows that MLFFNN MT model is the 
best model in terms of modelling performance. In 
conclusion, this study has succeeded in quantifying 
the relative contribution of solar irradiance (SI), 
ambient temperature (AT), relative humidity (RH) 
and wind speed (WS) towards MT; establishing a 
new data filtration technique; identifying a new 
threshold value; and developing an accurate MT 
model for FS PV system in Malaysia.




